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In-situ burning is the oldest technique applied to oil spills and is also one of the techniques that have been explored 
in scientific depth. Only recently has in-situ burning been used on a broad scale. This is because burning, although 
easy to apply, does not appear to be as desirable a course of action as physical recovery. Burning oil on water is 
not intuitive and thus many people did not pursue this course of action. Recently, the successful use of in-situ 
burning on the Deep Water Horizon spill in the Gulf of Mexico drew attention to the technique and left a very 
positive image of burning. 
 
In-situ burning has been used to deal with land spills for many years. Of the few documented cases, most were 
successful and resulted in little environmental damage. 
 
Advantages and Disadvantages  
of In-situ Burning: 
 
Advantages of in-situ burning include the 
following:  
Rapid removal of oil from the water surface; 
requirement for less equipment and labor than 
many other techniques; significant reduction in 
the amount of material requiring disposal; 
significant removal of volatile oil components; 
requires less equipment and labor than other 
techniques and may be the only solution 
possible, such as in oil-in-ice situations and in 
wetlands. 
 
Disadvantages of in-situ burning include the 
following: Creation of a smoke plume; residues 
of the burn may have to be removed; oil must 
be a sufficient thickness to burn quantitatively, 
thus may require containment; and danger of 
the fire spreading to other combustible 
materials.  
 
 
 
Oil being burned during the Deep Water Horizon 
incident within a fire-resistant boom: This oil burn 
has an area of about 800 square meters which 
implies that the fire is consuming about 5 tons per 
hour of the heavy oil. This burn was ignited using a 
home-made igniter with a flare and a plastic jar of 
diesel fuel. 
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  More Details of Burning 
 
Burning of oil can be viewed as somewhat similar to 
a campfire: Safety: one always has a firebreak 
around the campfire - usually something 
incombustible like dirt or stones, one doesn’t leave 
the fire burning unattended and one always has the 
means to put it out. Ignition: this is the key to a 
campfire and many a boy scout has spent hours 
learning how to do this. One starts the campfire with 
dry, very burnable material. After the fire is going, 
even damp wood will burn. One observation is that 
most of the heat goes up and therefore one starts 
the fire at the lowest possible point. Obviously with 
oil, one cannot do that, so we must compensate. 
The basic principles of campfires can be extended to 
in-situ oil burning. 
 
Burning on Water  
 
Burning oil on water typically requires that the oil be 
thickened using fire-resistant booms. Oil typically 
can be easily ignited if it is thicker than about 2 mm 
and this will burn down to about 0.5 or 1 mm. The 
burn efficiency strongly depends on how thick the oil 
was to start, therefore the containment is important. 
Further, containment will also help prevent fire 
spreading, adding a margin of safety. 
 
Igniting the oil on water is somewhat difficult, 
however, the important principles are that ignition 
must occur very close to the oil surface and that 
sustained heat is required. The fires in the Deep 
Water Horizon were lit using a home-made ignition 
device consisting of a marine safety flare, a plastic 
jar of diesel fuel wrapped with duct tape and floats. 
 
The railroad flare burns the jar of diesel fuel, the 
diesel fuel runs out, and then is ignited. The diesel 
fuel burning is sufficient to start the heavy oil 
burning. More volatile fuels such as lighter crudes 
can be ignited easier, but require caution because of 
rapid flame spreading. There is now extensive 
information on ignition and on fire-resistant booms. 
 

Burning on Land 
  
Burning on land may be somewhat easier, however, 
caution must be exerted to avoid fire spread and to 
avoid damage to plant life. Fire is often used to 
manage grass and crop land; however, with oil 
present, the fire can move more slowly and heat the 
ground to the point where there may be some damage. 
This can be dealt with by wetting down the land to the 
degree possible before the fire is started. On wetlands, 
in-situ burning is very useful and can remove the oil 
where other means would fail and would cause 
extensive environmental damage. In most areas a 
firebreak must be created - just like around a camp 
fire. Mechanical means are often required to prevent 
fire from spreading into forested or other vegetated 
areas. 
 
Smoke and emissions are the major concerns for in-
situ burning. Extensive studies on emissions have 
been carried out over many years. Basically, the major 
concern for humans or the environment is the 
particulate matter in the smoke, both in the plume and 
precipitated downwards. Polyaromatic hydrocarbons, 
or PAHs, are a primary concern in the emissions from 
burning oil, both in the soot particles and as a gaseous 
emission. All crude oils contain PAHs, varying from as 
much as 1% down to about 0.001%. Most of these 
PAHs are burned to fundamental gases except those 
left in the residue and the soot. The amount of residue 
varies but is generally less than about 10% of the 
starting oil, and the soot is generally less than 2%. 
 
Another major concern related to the emissions from 
burning crude oil is with the other compounds that 
might be produced. As this is a very broad concern, it 
is difficult to address. In several studies, however, very 
extensive analysis was performed. Although the 
studies were not conclusive, no compounds of the 
several hundred identified were of serious concern to 
human health or to the environment. Several studies 
have been done on the gaseous emissions from 
burning oil. 
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    Burning Properties of Various Fuels

Fuel Burnability Ease of Ignition Flame Spread
Burning Rate*  

(mm/min)
Sootiness 
of Flame

Efficiency 
Range (%)

Gasoline very high very easy
very rapid - 
through vapours 4 medium 95-99

Diesel Fuel high easy moderate 3.5 very high 90-98
Light Crude high easy moderate 3.5 high 85-98
Medium Crude moderate easy moderate 3.5 medium 80-95
Heavy Crude moderate medium moderate 3 medium 75-90
Weathered Crude low difficult, add primer slow 2.8 low 50-90
Crude oil with ice low difficult, add primer slow 2 medium 50-90
Heavy Fuel Oil very low difficult, add primer slow 2.2 low 40-70
Waste Oil low difficult, add primer slow 2 medium 30-60

*  typical rates only --- to get the rate in Litre/m 2 /hour multiply by 60  
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The usual combustion products of carbon dioxide, small amounts of carbon monoxide, and sulphur dioxide, in the 
form of acid particulate, were found. The amount of sulphur dioxide is directly proportional to the sulfur content of 
the oil, but is at low levels because the gaseous sulphur dioxide reacts with water to form acid particulate, which in 
turn precipitates near the fire. Sulphur compounds in oil range from about 0.1 to 5% of the oil by weight.  
 
In summary, the smoke from in-situ burns is analogous to forest fires in that the major danger is particulate 
material. This is now understood and safe distances to burns can be predicted. 
 
Applications: Fuel Types 
Most fuel types will burn readily - that is why they are ‘fuels’. The following table shows the burn characteristics 
and rates of the various fuel types. 
 

Situations 
This table summarizes some 
situations where in-situ burning may 
be applicable and the requirements 
that maybe applicable to that 
situation. In many cases free oil is 
recovered using skimmers before 
burning is applied. 
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An oiled marsh being burned: This marsh was heavily oiled and to mechanically 
clean it would cause extensive damage. The marsh is relatively isolated from 
other grass or shrubs by water bodies and thus can be safely burned. 
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